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CONFERENCE AIMS
Are you responsible for leading the implementation of your
school’s new curriculum?
The Curriculum Planning and Delivery: effective
implementation and evaluation conference has been
established to support schools to successfully design and
implement new curricula in the context of the new Education
Inspection Framework. Featuring specialists from both
primary and secondary settings, this event aims to empower
SLTs, middle leaders and teachers to collaborate to deliver a
joined up curriculum through Key Stages 1 to 5, ensuring that
pupils are fully supported through the transition from primary
to secondary. Built around examples of what really works,
the agenda will cover topics including subject knowledge
enhancement; teaching, learning and assessment of KS2 and
KS3 pupils; character education and cultural capital; best
practice in curriculum-led financial planning; and much more.
Building on the success of our Future of the Curriculum
conference which took place in the summer term of 201819, the conference will also see the launch of Keynote’s
Curriculum Network, through which we are seeking to bring
people together to support the design, delivery, and pupil
achievement of high quality curricula through KS1 to KS5.
Delegate feedback from the Future of Curriculum
conference includes:

“ Really stimulating, helpful day. Lots of information, ideas
and pointers to further resources. ”
“ Excellent conference with many takeaway ideas! ”
“ Sessions very helpful and have given me useful ideas,
especially for middle leader CPD. ”
“ Variety of speakers, all bringing something different but
very relevant. ”
“ Informative and engaging throughout – excellent
speakers. ”
Join us to move your thinking and practice on from curriculum
theory to focus on actual delivery at a conference designed
to provide ideas and resources which can be adapted for your
school – how to actually get a clear and coherent curriculum
design and implementation. This is not just about writing
curriculum intent statements. Nor is it a one-off, standalone
conference. Delegates and speakers alike will have access to
the specialist support required to deliver effectively over time
and come back to share what they have been doing, with a
focus on implementation and opportunities for peer review.

BENEFITS OF ATTENDING:
l Gain a clear understanding of the demands of the new

Education Inspection Framework and how best to
respond to them
l Establish a strong grasp of the central tenets of curriculum

design and how to plan an effective and ambitious
curriculum
l Benefit from a focus on effective curriculum

implementation that supports long term planning
l Develop ideas around the continuous assessment of

impact and effectiveness of curriculum design
l Focus on good practice in supporting pupils in the

transition from primary to secondary school
l Hear about new approaches to teaching, learning and

assessment of KS2 and KS3 pupils
l Learn from in-depth case studies from schools that have

carried out successful curriculum redesigns
l Understand how best to support teaching staff in

curriculum design and development, including
considerations around subject knowledge enhancement
l Build a toolkit of practical approaches to subject-level

curriculum planning and delivery
l Learn how to effectively incorporate character education

and cultural capital into your curriculum, with a particular
focus on resilience and wellbeing
l Learn from best practice in curriculum-led financial

planning
l Get tips from experts in collaboration and organisational

change to support effective implementation
l Be one of the first members of the Curriculum Network

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:
Primary and secondary schools, SCITTs, research schools,
teaching schools, local authorities.
l Assistant Headteachers
l Chief Executives
l Curriculum Deputies
l Curriculum Design Leads
l Curriculum Leads
l Deputy Headteachers
l Directors of Studies
l Executive Headteachers
l Executive Principals
l Governors with Curriculum Oversight
l Headteachers
l Subject Leaders
l Vice Principals
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PROGRAMME

TIME

Registration and coffee in the networking area

8.30 – 9.30am

Chair’s opening address: Effective implementation and assessment of impact

9.30 – 10.00am

Seeking to explain and make tangible the concept of curriculum intent, this introductory presentation will move on to focus on the
skills, tools and knowledge required for effective implementation, as well as consideration around continuous evaluation of impact.
Matt Bromley Education Advisor, Bromley Education (confirmed)

How best to respond to the new Education Inspection Framework

10.00 – 10.30am

Following an extremely well received talk at our Future of the Curriculum conference, an opportunity to engage directly with Ofsted
with a session designed to provide reassurance and signposting to valuable resources, as well as an update on initial reviews under
the new EIF
Amanda Spielman HM Chief Inspector of Education, Children’s Services and Skills (invited)

Questions and discussion

10.30 – 10.50pm

An extended Q&A session offering delegates the opportunity to question, challenge and debate with the chair and keynote speaker.
Coffee and networking

10.50 – 11.10am

Best practice panel discussion: New approaches to teaching, learning and assessment
of KS2 and KS3 – the ‘Wonder Years’

11.10 – 11.55pm

Members of this panel will put forward their top 3 challenges and top 3 solutions for “Wonder Years” pupils, including teaching,
learning, assessment, curriculum planning and transition from primary to secondary.
Matt Bromley Education Advisor, Bromley Education (confirmed)
Steve Hewitt-Richards Executive Headteacher, Park School Federation (invited)
Rebecca Foster Head of English and Associate Senior Leader, St Edmund’s Girls’ School (invited)
Emma Lennard Director of Curriculum, Knowledge Schools Trust (invited)

Conference splits out into two streams

11.55 – 12.40pm

Stream 1:

Stream 2:

Whole school curriculum design at primary level

Whole school curriculum design at secondary level

An in-depth case study from a primary school that has
carried out a successful curriculum redesign, with a focus on
implementation and impact.
Steve Hewitt-Richards Executive Headteacher, Park School
Federation (invited)

An in-depth case study from a secondary school that has
carried out a successful curriculum redesign, with a focus on
implementation and impact.
Helen Cassady Principal, Cottenham Village College
(invited)
12.40 – 1.30pm

Lunch and networking
1.30pm: Stream 1: Delivering curriculum design and
supporting subject knowledge enhancement

A practical session to help SLTs support their teaching staff in
curriculum design and development.
Phil Naylor Assistant Director, Blackpool Research School
(invited)

1.30pm: Stream 2: Designing subject-level curricula

A practical panel discussion featuring some of the brightest
lights in subject and middle leadership.
Adam Boxer Head of KS3 Science, jCoSS (invited)
James Durran English Adviser, English 0-19, North Yorkshire
Education and Skills (invited)
Michael Fordham Subject Specialist Lead (History),
Inspiration Trust (invited)

2.10pm: Stream 1: Incorporating character education

2.10pm: Stream 2: Best practice in curriculum-led

and cultural capital

financial planning

Expert advice on how best to build character education into
the curriculum to ensure pupils are equipped with the skills
they need to succeed in life.
Fabian De Fabiani Director of Character Education and
Wellbeing, Odyssey Trust for Education (invited)

Providing a clear understanding of integrated curriculum
financial planning (ICFP).
Julia Harnden Funding Specialist, ASCL (invited)

Coffee and networking

2.50 – 3.10pm

Closing panel discussion: Taking things forward

3.10 – 3.55pm

An opportunity to reflect on the key outcomes from the day with an emphasis on how to make things happen. Featuring a
collaboration/organisational change expert, this session will help delegates to consolidate action plans for effective implementation
in their schools. It will also serve as the formal launch of Keynote’s Curriculum Network.
Matt Bromley Education Advisor, Bromley Education (confirmed)
Ambition Institute (invited)
Sam Twiselton Director, Institute of Education, Sheffield Hallam University (invited)
John Blake Curriculum Research and Design Lead, Ark (confirmed)

“

Very interesting and
engaging keynote speakers
- fantastic breadth of
knowledge and experience.
Team Manager, Education
Access and Partnerships,
Nottinghamshire County Council

“

Brilliant conference with
lots of refreshing ideas,
really good content and
delivery.
Assistant Head Teacher,
Winchmore School

SAFEGUARDING
IN SCHOOLS
CONFERENCE:

working together to
keep children and young
people safe
CODE 7657

Thursday 28th November 2019
Central London
Keynote Speakers Include:
Judy Shaw
President, NAHT and Headteacher, Tuel Lane InfantSchool

Anna Cole
Parliamentary and Inclusion Specialist, ASCL

Jon Drake

“

Professional and
impressive conference with
inspiring, passionate and
empowering speakers!
Lead Intervention Teacher,
Hampton College

Lead for Safeguarding, National Police Chiefs’ Council
Offering a clear understanding of the latest regulatory requirements
for safeguarding, the Safeguarding in Schools conference has been
established to promote best practice in effective collaboration across
statutory and non-statutory bodies. Focusing on the intersection between
safeguarding, wellbeing, behaviour and attendance, the agenda will
cover themes including successful emotional and mental health response
arrangements; effective approaches to gang-based violence including
county lines, CSE and CCE; and best practice in online safety, peer-on-peer
abuse and contextual safeguarding. The only such event to be researched
directly with key stakeholders from across primary and secondary schools,
sixth form colleges, local authorities and more, this conference is built
around speakers and sessions which will equip you with practical solutions
to take back to your school.
Join us at the Safeguarding in Schools conference to gain new knowledge
from professionals with innovative and transferable approaches to
safeguarding. Benefit from in-depth case scenario sessions and case
studies which will leave you informed, confident and empowered to
safeguard the children in your care.
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